Boat Marquette No. 2
My previous boat Marquette had a flat bottom. However, most boats don’t have a
flat bottom and their shaped hulls are much nicer aesthetically, I find. They are
built to sit in water and not on dry land and don’t sit well on flat table tops.
I started trying out different positions by lying my boat upside down, standing it
on its end, sitting it on its side at an angle, or considered adjusting the angle of
back so it would look like it was rising up at an angle.

I briefly thought about combining this boat with some kind of wave. But decided
against it as I’ve already tried the wave idea with my first Marquette. Instead I
wanted to make another boat to go with it. In order to introduce some more
potential visual interest by changing the other boat’s scale I built three more
smaller boats of different sizes and shapes.

Now I played around by rearranging them together to see, via trial and error,
which combination worked best for me. Here are some examples:

Sitting the flat bottomed boat on the edge posed various problems: A) Would the
boat below overbalance by its weight or I would have to find out a way to
counter balance it or flatten the side of the big boat below, which would be a
pity. B) How would the smaller boat sit on the rim? Even it I cut into the rim it
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would need some sort of support scaffolding especially when I want the two
boats not to be permanently fused together. C) I don’t like the flat-bottomed
little boat to be hovering. It should sit flat on a surface.
So then I tried the smaller rounded hulled boat by sitting it inside.

Somehow I could’t see the point of this arrangement having in the back of my
mind that I wanted to make a ‘vessel’ that has some use. It just looked to obvious
and ‘touristy’.
So tried balancing it into the rim of the bigger boat.

First I tried it facing one way and then the other way.

Again there were balancing issues both the little boat on top and for the whole
piece. Cutting the groove into so that the boat on top would sit level would also
need some work.
Maybe adding the tiny third boat as a support would be the answer.
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No it wasn’t. I’m not happy with this construction either. This is not minimalist
but getting to be ‘cute’. Also, the tip of the little boat would be too delicate to
function properly without being easily damaged in use.
I patched up the whole in the rim at the side of large boat, turned it upside down
and cut another hole and balanced the little boat in it.

I am liking this. Because the big boat’s hull is turned with it’s opening down it is
nice contrast to the open shape of the little boat without being too fussy. It is still
clear that these are two boats but they are starting to get gain a more sculptural
quality.
Where do I go from here? I tried out more combinations with adding the other
two boats to the above set up. I have not take photos of all but here are some.

Four boat stacked up was actually not bad. But I wouldn’t narrow it down to two
elements to fulfil the brief of a ‘stand’ and a ‘deliver’. Also it was getting less
minimalist and I wanted this piece to have a practical function as well.
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Trying out just adding one more boat facing the other
way poses real balancing issues.

Here I’ve just added the tiny boat onto the other side to
balance out the piece. I actually kind of like it and I
could think of a practical functions: a stand with an
olive bowl with a tooth pick holder. What to do with
the used toothpicks and olive stones? Maybe if I just
carved a hole into the stand it could add to its
functionality.

So I cut a hole into the opposite side of where the tiny
boat sits. It’s starting to look fussy again. What if I use
the little boat in combination of a hole in the side of the
large hull as an olive shoot – a bit like a marble run? In
order to balance it out I can just turn the boat sitting on
top facing the other way.

Hah, I’m having fun with this. Not sure how far I’m straying from the brief but I
will at least finish this Marquette to halfway decent standard and fire it.

I have adjusted the shape of the keep of the boat balancing on top so that it
hooks better into the groove of the bigger boat to help its balance and stability.
If I progress with this one there is still a lot more development to do.
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